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About This Game

Your glorious regime is under attack!

Will you sit idly and eat burgers while the foreign invasion destroys your legacy? Or will you take the matter into your own
hands, and deal with the invaders yourself?

Dear Leader is an Action Run and Gun game, where you control Kim Jong Un, Pulgosauri the communist kaiju monster, and
the Supreme Leader's secondary form.

Key features

 6 Levels

 6 Different weapons

 3 Playable Characters

 2 Difficulty Levels, Easy and Normal
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 Partial Gamepad Support

 6 Languages.
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kinda fun, not worth the price

every decision branch just causes some frustrating bs later on. A surprisingly OK puzzle game that I haven't heard many people
talk about! It has a demo, you might enjoy checking it out.. A decent DLC to be completely honest!!. Too slow and kinda boring
to be honest. Played this one before the days of Steam, back when the game was advertised on websites as a banner ad. A classic
indie game that deserves a whole lot more attention and love than it got.

Starts off a bit slow with a bit too much dialog I'll admit, but give it time and be patient, and after a while it becomes a really
addictive and fast paced action\/strategy game. It's like, if Asteroids had an open-ish map where while you're fighting stuff and
mining resources in one location, the enemies are doing the same in other locations and taking away your potential resources to
build better ships and guns and stuff.

Also, the character art looks like something from deviantART. However, the ships and gameplay graphics look great! It has
aged fairly well (but be warned that the max resolution is 800x600 with no widescreen modes!!)

More people need to know about this game. So... go play it or somethin'!. Fun, stylistic old school style shmup that shows a lot
of potential AND polish for Early Access. Excited as to what this game will ultimately become.

Gameplay:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/GC6yPJj1vQI. Remember as a kid when you'd have a few toy figures and imagine battles between them
going *pew pew* and smashing them together? My battles consisted mostly of: vikings vs. Romans & cowboys vs native
indians.

Ok now imagine a thousand vikings, cavalry and all, charging versus an imperial army with a thousand more. There's also
wizards. Also steam tanks. Rocket launchers. Mammoths. Manticores.

Now imagine there's like 8 more factions with their own crazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and mash them all
together. Giant golden scorpions. Pirate vampires. Phoenixes. Treants. Rat necromancers. I could go on and on. This game has it
all.

The game has its flaws, sure, but in the end it's epic fantasy battles and lots of cool stuff.
If you're remotely into fantasy, and especially if you like anything Warhammer, you'll likely not be disappointed.

Also my current play time is 92 hours and I can only say I really tried 2 factions.. Third room still to go but definetly worth the
money. One small con is that items may be lost for good some times. Had to restart the first room once because of that.. This
game compelled me to write a review.

First saw this featured on the main store page, I was curious. I honestly thought you could play co-op online but was slightly
saddened to find out that it is local co-op only, I didnt pay enough attention to the tags. I wanted to get my 7.99s worth so I
played about 3 hours solo.

Death followed, MUCH death. I hadnt died so much since the Souls.

After about 50 deaths I retrieved my first bronze key in the House of Spring and was so pleased with myself; only to discover I
would need two more to proceed into one of the bronze doors, Then I realized there were 3 other types of keys obviously
leading to more difficult rooms,,. That is when my hopes ended. It would be nearly impossible for me to get through this entire
labyrinth alone. So I was forced to summon some bros.

For the next 6 hours, it've been playing co-op with my two bestfriends. A girl and guy who happen to be dating. Yes, I am that
third-wheel bro. Prior to playing, I had convinced them that it would be easy and all they had to do was use either the left or
right joystick to navigate their character through the labyrinth.

They were mislead and it was amusing to experience them suck at staying alive.
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We've only experienced the first few Houses. I can't imagine what the other more difficult Houses will be like.

The best thing about this game is that it brings that old console co-op feel and its perfect. You find yourself garnering
techniques such as the "wind-mill attack", as we dubbed it, where you make the rope whip in rotation to eliminate the lesser
undead. The "stand on the ledge then drop down and run towards me to encircle the brute\/witch while I've lured the
brute\/witch". Herding shadows like cattle, which happens to be immensly satifying. Luring a minotaur to plummet to it's death.
Quadruple guard kills.

Playing and finding out which tactics are best is so fun with a friend. Getting through each house will be torturously satisfying.

Great game to pass time and unhinge neighbors who hear your despair and your pleasure.
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This story is way better than Ransom of the Seven Ships (which is the only other Nancy Drew game I've played), imo. The
puzzles are more logic, and the story is better (I actually found it a bit exciting, and the bad person makes way more sense in this
game.). The pacing is also a lot better - you don't drive or sail around in large areas, but just click around in the academy; you
can get everywhere pretty fast.

The achievements are also guesswork here (they'll popup at the end screen), so just make sure do to the requirements plenty of
times if you're going for them.. This game is awesome. It took me 3.5h to complete the whole game.

I will do some pros and cons for the game

PROS
-The game graphics are pretty decent comparing the game to other games from '02
-The mechanics of the game are awesome. It's not like shoot them up, you have to think of your own startegy to pass the
Mission
-This game is one of the more realistic games, when they shoot you 1 time, you'll probably die
-In this game it is required to commander 1 or 2 teams(depends on how many teams you will take), and you can send your
troops across the map with your orders because they will not move if you don't tell them to move
-Max number of teams is 3(including your own team), so the game is not that hard to play
-No bugs or crashes at all
-The game is forgotten but it doesn't need any updates or patches
-You can make a perfect teams of Ghosts waiting for your command
-The game is 8 Missions long. Too short if you ask me but that doesn't bother me at all
-Community isn't dead but there aren't many players that patrol through the Community Hub
-Models for the game are ok, they have made some new ones and they added some new weapons to the arsenal
-Enemies now drive other vehicles besides tanks and SAMs
-They have added some Mission opening cinematics

CONS
-Multiplayer is dead, ubi.com isn't working for the game. Only GameRanger supports Multiplayer now, and I have found only 1
server online
-You can't jump in the game
-Enemy's A.I. is improved to the point where they scope you with AK-47 from the distance you even can't see them and your
Ghost's A.I. is the same

I recommend it. 8\/10 would save Cuba with Ghosts again!. This game successfully channeled my nostalgia for Tetris Attack..
Good dlc. Adds decent traps, a good trincket for nightmare endless runs for the added endless ;P

. This is an incredible short and sweet game. The writing is fantastic and makes you adore the characters with its unique
premises. I also enjoyed the new game + mode which adds a lot of replayability with its new story arcs. By the end, I just
wanted more. I can't wait to see what this developer can push out.. Painkiller Hell & Damnation: Full Metal Rocket
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. This game is truly awesome! I love it. Sure it`s a lot of clicking
BUT if you like some kind of Life-sim and Tycoon games you should try "This Grand Life" out! It's definitely worth your
money.. Gameplay Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kweZuOqI14Y&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=35&t=173s

I'm a sucker for building games. This one just hit the right nerve for me.

The VR control interface is very intuitive. It works really well with the VR setup, you walk around your tower place the
buildings with your hand, easy peasy.
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The gameplay is simple but engaging. You bild up your floors, satisfy your inhabitants needs and unlock more and more
different buildings, some of which actually are so tall, that they take up space on the floor above them. This makes the optimal
placement of buildings a bit more of a challenge.

Graphicly Speaking it has a "comic" look to it and it has alot of details. You can "zoom" in and look at the interrior of the
buildings which is a nice touch.

I think this is a pretty fun game and if one day you feel lazy and don't want to put on your VR gear and move around, you can
just play it in desktop mode aswell. A good game, the price looks high for a vr game at first but there is alot of content here.
Worth it in my book.. I loved the Mafia II main game and all the DLCs...except this one. I gave it about an hour, got tired of
getting shot up by cops & Chinese gangsters trying to shoot up enough of their shops and I got fed up. Glad I got this on a sale.
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